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Which Type of HR Technology Is Right for Your Organization?
TECHNOLOGY
The HR Technology landscape is filled with a lot of jargon. Some is wrapped
in acronyms such as SaaS (Software-as-a-Service), ERP (Enterprise Resource
Planning) and HCM (Human Capital Management). SaaS refers to the hot trend
in recent years to “rent” vs. purchase HR software applications, typically through
the cloud delivery model where every customer is using the same “instance”
or version of the software. HCM platforms are technology platforms used to
support the entire employee lifecycle and other HR-related transactions, and
ERP platforms (e.g., in HR, Finance, etc.) manage transactions across the entire
organization, not just HR. What does all this jargon mean, and how can it help
you make a decision about what technology to pursue for your group.

What Are HR Technology Categories?
Arguably the most important jargon heard in the HR technology domain refers
to the type of solution being discussed. We’re not referring here to functional
solution types such as recruiting, performance management or learning
solutions. In this case, “type” relates to the category of solution. Determining the
solution category is a great place to start a conversation with an HR technology
vendor and a great springboard from which many other key questions should
logically follow.
For example, once you’re told a solution provider operates in the “HR-ERP”
market or its alternative label, “Core HRMS” (Human Resource Management
System) space, you immediately know they offer a transactional HR platform
and “system of record” for recording relevant data and enabling analyses around
all events in the “hire to retire” employee life cycle. Typical vendors mentioned
in this category are Oracle, SAPSuccessFactors, Workday, ADP, Ultimate, Infor,
Kronos, Ceridian and others.
If, however, you get a presentation from a talent management suite or “TMS”
provider (popular vendors include Saba, Cornerstone OnDemand, PeopleFluent,
Silkroad, etc.), you won’t hear much talk about a system of record, but you’ll

likely learn about their best-of-breed, functionally deep modules. A TMS is
essentially the coupling of – through various degrees of “tight integration” and
a common user experience – individual modules each designed to automate a
specific HR process, like recruiting, learning or performance management. The
relative extent of tight integration and common user experience (look and feel)
across the different modules is typically tied to whether all the modules were
organically built by the same vendor or whether some were acquired and are
being brought into a common solution framework over time.
The differences among categories are simple:
• Core HRMS platforms include the system of record for employee life cycle
transactions and are fairly broad in functionality
• TMS platforms exclude the broad transactional HR recordkeeping but tend
to offer deeper functionality for achieving best-in-class HR process design
and support
• Best-of-breeds are HR tech solution platforms where single or “point” solutions
are offered for automating and enabling just one HR process area, e.g., the
aforementioned ATS for recruiting automation

Which Option Is Best?
Those who have been in the HR tech domain for some time recognize that many
customer organizations go through “preference cycles,” swinging between a
group of specific but disparate solutions — and consolidated, consistent but
sometimes less effective solutions. These swings or cycles can take years to
navigate and endure before the powers that be decide to pursue another HR
tech path.
Coming out of the swing, many customers will gravitate toward the opposite
pole and seek to consolidate incongruent solutions from different vendors,
migrating to a unified solution from one vendor after complaints from end
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users about things like redundant data entry, having to learn multiple user
interfaces or “TCO” (total cost of ownership) in general. Other customers will find
themselves deploying specialist or best-of-breed solutions or solution suites.
This direction may alleviate HR process pain points that aren’t being adequately
addressed by their old, core HRMS platform, or it may help the organization align
better with HR process nuances needed by their business.

So which side of the pendulum is better? There’s no objectively right answer. It
all comes down to preference and need. Whether you pursue a unified solution
that all looks and works the same but may not optimize your needs – or a
mismatched suite of solutions that makes you enter the same information in
different systems to meet specific needs – it’s most important that you know
what you’re looking at and what your many options are.

Do You Send Participant Notices Via Email? Should You?
RETIREMENT
The number of notices and disclosures required to be provided to retirement
plan participants has increased while methods to access information have
changed drastically. Many people receive their news and information on
electronic devices through apps and social media. What remains the same is the
Department of Labor’s (DOL’s) guidance about permissible methods to provide
notices electronically. There’s a disconnect between how people are accustomed
to receiving information (electronically) and what is permissible under ERISA.

What Disclosures May Be Distributed Electronically Under the
DOL Safe Harbor?
A comprehensive guide – and safe for plan fiduciaries – is the safe harbor for
electronic delivery provided in DOL regulations. The safe harbor includes the
documents required to be furnished by ERISA, including but not limited to:
• Summary plan description
• Summary of material modification

How Must Employers Distribute Notices Electronically Under
the Safe Harbor?

• Individual benefit statements

Employers must be conscious of how they provide required disclosures. Many
use their company website to post them. While this is allowable, the following
additional rules must be met:

• Participant fee disclosure

• The document must be easily accessible from the company website’s home page

• Investment-related information required for ERISA section 404(c) compliance

• Access should be restricted by password

• Qualified default investment alternative (QDIA) notices (both initial and annual)

• A prominent notice should appear on the home page stating that the
document contains important information regarding plan rights

• Summary annual report

• Information regarding participant loans
• Any information that must be provided upon request by participants/beneficiaries

• Notice of each posting must be provided

The list doesn’t include a safe harbor plan notice. That annual notice falls under
the jurisdiction of the IRS, not the DOL, and thus isn’t included in the DOL’s
safe harbor.

Regardless of the specific electronic method employed, plan sponsors must
ensure confidentiality and that delivery results in actual document receipt.

• Documents should remain on the website for a reasonable period of time

Who May Receive Documents Electronically?

Should Employers Consider Electronic Distribution of Notices?

There are two categories of individuals who may receive disclosures electronically:

Absolutely! Technology is inescapably pervading every facet of our lives.
While there are a few requirements to abide by, there are vast benefits to
electronic delivery, including cost savings (no more paper/postage to purchase,
labor savings, etc.), environmental consciousness, quicker dissemination
of information, higher likelihood of readership and overall more efficient
retirement plan operation. Ask your plan advisor to add “electronic participant
notice distribution” to your next retirement committee meeting agenda.

1. Participants who work at a computer
2. Participants who don’t work at a computer may still receive emailed notices
provided that:
• The participant consents
• Prior to consent, the participant is given a summary of documents and
informed that consent is revocable

Rx Benefit Cost Projected to Trend Downward
HEALTH AND WELLNESS
Segal Consulting’s Fall 2017 Health Plan Cost Trend Survey has been released,
and it provides insight into what consumers can expect for the upcoming year.
Based on a survey of more than 100 health insurance providers, the report
reveals that health plan cost increases will continue to outpace general inflation
and average wage increases, emphasizing the need to monitor performance
that targets cost-containment. Prescription drug cost growth will be lower for
2018, reversing the trend of annual price hikes; however, prescription drug
projections are still higher than medical plan trend projections.

Other key findings from the survey include:
• Medical plan trends are projected to be slightly higher than 2017 projections
• Drug trends are expected to remain in the double digits, still much higher than
the medical trend
• The leading driver of trend is price inflation, not utilization
• Top priorities for plan sponsors are cost-management strategies and improved
vendor contracting
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The Fall 2017 report can be a helpful tool for plan sponsors when negotiating
renewals and making budget projections. Download the report here. If you
have questions about the report or about your prescription plans, NFP Rx

Compliance

FAQ

Would the loss of a
former employer’s
COBRA subsidy be a
qualifying event for an
employee to change
plan elections with
their new employer?

Sometimes new employees receive employer-subsidized COBRA coverage
from their former employer. When they do so, they often seek to delay their
enrollment in their new employer’s plan in order to take advantage of the
subsidized COBRA. They then hope to use the end of the subsidized coverage
as a HIPAA special enrollment right or Section 125 qualifying event in order to
enroll in the new employer’s plan. While it sounds convenient for the employee,
there’s an argument that the end of the subsidized coverage wouldn’t be either a
HIPAA SER event or a Section 125 qualifying event. While there’s one permissible
qualifying event that might allow for such a qualifying event, it isn’t clear since
the IRS hasn’t provided direct guidance.
First, a HIPAA special enrollment right (SER, which allows an employee to enroll
in coverage) wouldn’t likely apply, because this enrollment right only allows
an election change when COBRA is exhausted, not when COBRA is dropped
voluntarily (assuming the individual would choose to drop COBRA after the
employer-provided subsidy ends). So the employee doesn’t likely have a HIPAA
SER right to enroll coverage due to the end of former employer’s COBRA subsidy.

Solutions can help you with all aspects of pharmacy benefit management.
Contact your benefits consultant for more information.

Second, the “significant change in cost” qualifying event wouldn’t likely apply
at the point in time where the cost of COBRA increases (as a result of the former
employer stopping their COBRA subsidy). Instead, this would only apply if the
new employer raised the cost of the entire health plan midyear. In this instance,
the employer plan’s cost of coverage isn’t changing and the former employer is
just offering a lesser contribution to cover COBRA premiums.
Third, although there’s a qualifying event for a “change under another employer’s
plan,” it isn’t clear whether this event would be permitted when a COBRA subsidy
ends. For one, the rules don’t address whether COBRA coverage would actually be
included in the definition of “other employer coverage.” Additionally, this particular
event generally allows midyear changes only in one of two circumstances:
1. When the other employer’s plan allows an election change that’s permissible
under the regulations
2. When the other employer’s plan has a different period of coverage (i.e., has a
different plan year)
However, it isn’t clear whether the change in the former employer’s COBRA
contribution is really a change in coverage that would fit under either of these
options. So, while there’s an argument that this could be considered a qualifying
event, because there’s an argument against it, and because it isn’t specifically
discussed in IRS regulations or guidance, the answer remains unclear.
Therefore, the most conservative strategy for an employer is to proceed as if
the COBRA subsidy ending were not a qualifying event. This would mean the
employee would need to enroll upon hire (after completion of any applicable
waiting period), upon experiencing another permissible qualifying event or
during open enrollment. However, if an employer decides to treat the end of a
COBRA subsidy as a qualifying event (preferably with the assistance of outside
counsel), the employer would at least need to make sure the cafeteria plan
documents provide for this permissible qualifying event.

Need more information?
For information on any of the articles in this newsletter, please contact your benefits advisor.

NFP Corp. and its subsidiaries do not provide legal or tax advice. Compliance, regulatory and related content is for general informational purposes and is not guaranteed
to be accurate or complete. You should consult an attorney or tax professional regarding the application or potential implications of laws, regulations or policies to your
specific circumstances.
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